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Story 21

Part 5 of 5

“Fabled Places”
Part 5 of 5: Ms. Williams
Charles followed Jamie like a cloud of exhaust follows a ﬁghter
jet. They were going down a long hallway next to the gym, Jamie
martching conﬁdently ahead. She burst through the door at the end of
the hallway and the sunlight ﬂooded inside. Charles shielded his eyes.
When he reached the door, he knocked into Jamie, who’d stopped
short.

Directions
1. Read the story
2. Find the ﬁve errors
3. Mark the errors using the key

Key

The forest, its dense trees tinged just slightly yellow from the
September chill, loomed across the ﬁelds. Jamie’s conﬁdence
vanished at the sight of it. “There can’t really be a haunted cabin in
there, right?” she said. “Thats elementary kid stuﬀ.”
“There’s no candle ﬂickering deep in the trees,” Charles added
with a nervous laugh. “It’d burn down the forest.”
After a long mosey across the grass, they ﬁnally arrived at the
forest’s edge. Jamie thought she saw something shimmer somewhere
deep in the trees, but it could of just been the sun. Then Charles saw
it too. They grabbed hands.

Checklist

“Don’t go in there,” said a voice from behind them Jamie and
Charles jumped like it was team hopscotch.
“Who are you?” Jamie shouted.
“Ms. Williams,” the woman said. “I’m the new science teacher.”
“Science is good,” Charles choked out through something
between a laugh and a cry.
“Seventh grade,” Ms. Williams said. “I’m taking over for Mr.
Nitman. He just retired. Come on. Let’s head back to the Breakfast.”
Jamie ﬂashed Charles a “told-you-so” look, and they eager
followed Ms. Williams inside.
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Questions
Who is Ms. Williams?
How is Jamie feeling by the
end of the story?
What about Charles?

